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Abstract The paper investigates stationarity and regularity concepts for set systems in a 
normed space. Several primal and dual constants characterizing these properties 
are introduced and the relations between the constants are established. The 
equivalence between the regularity property and the strong metric inequality 
is established. The extended extremal principle is formulated. 
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1. Introduction 

Starting with the pioneering work by Dubovitskii and Milyutin [2] it is quite 
natural when dealing with optimality conditions to reformulate optimality in 
the original optimization problem as a (some kind of) extremal behaviour of a 
certain system of sets. An easy example is a problem of unconditional mini
mization of a real-valued function ip : X —> R. If x° G X one can consider 
the sets 0,% = epi (p = {{x,n) e X x R : ip(x) < n} (the epigraph of ip) and 
O2 = X X {/i : yU < ¥'(x°)} (the lower halfspace). The local optimality of a;° 
is then equivalent to the condition Oj n int Vt2 H Bp{x°) — 0 for some p > 0. 

Besides extremality, stationarity and regularity concepts for set systems can 
be defined in a natural way. Regularity properties of set systems are closely re
lated to similar properties of multifunctions. They can play the role of constraint 
qualifications in optimization problems. 

The paper is organized as follows. Several primal constants characterizing 
the mutual arrangement of sets in a normed space are introduced in Section 2. 
Based on these constants the extremality, stationarity and regularity properties 
for the set system are defined. Two special cases are considered in Section 3: 
a system of convex sets and a system of (not necessarily convex) cones. In 
Section 4 two more primal constants based on comparing point-to-set distances 
are introduced. They give rise to another two regularity properties: the metric 
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inequality and the strong metric inequality. The latter one appears to be equiv
alent to the regularity property defined in Section 2. Section 5 is devoted to 
the dual constants and dual criteria of stationarity and regularity. The extended 
extremal principle is formulated. 

Mainly standard notations are used throughout the paper. The ball of radios 
p centered at a; in a normed space is denoted Bp{x). We write i3p if a; = 0, and 
simply Bifx — Q and p = 1. If Q is a set then int O denotes its interior. 

2. Definitions 

Let us consider a system of closed sets fii, fi2> • • • ,^n{n> 1) in a normed 
space X with x° e Cii^i^i-

The following constant can be used for characterizing the mutual arran
gement of sets Oi, ̂ 2 , . . . ,fln near x° ([9, 10]): 

6p[ni,...,nn](x°) = s u p { r > 0 : 
fi 

n i ? p ( x ° ) ^ 0 , V a , e i ? , } . (1) 

It shows how far the sets can be "pushed apart" while still intersecting in a 
neighborhood of a;°. Evidently 0p[fii , . . . , ^n]{x°) is nonnegative (and can be 
equal to -l-oo) and nondecreasing as a function of p. 

A slightly more general form of (0) can be of interest ([11]): 

6lp[0i, . . . ,rj„](wi,. . , ,cj„) = sup{r > 0 : 
n 

([^{n,~u)i~ai)){^Bp^%,'ia^eBr]. (2) 

This constant corresponds to the case when instead of the common point 
x° e n"^;^Oj each of the sets Jlj is considered near its own point Wj e fi,, 
i = 1,2, . . . , n. The sets do not need to be intersecting. It is equivalent to 
considering the system of translated sets Jli — wi, 5̂ 2 ^ <̂2> • • •, ^n ^ ^n 
near 0: 

0p[Oi, . . . ,O„](a; i , . . . ,w„) = 9p[Q.i - w i , . . . , r i „ - w„](0). 

If wi — UJ2 — ... •= ujn = x° then, of course, 

ep[Q.i, . . . ,Q,n]{iOi, . . . ,u;n) = 6p[9.i,...,nn]{x°). 

If (0) or (1) is positive more precise estimates of regularity/stationarity can 
be obtained based on using the "linearized" constants: 

e[n^,..., QnKxn = liminf Opini,..., f2n](x°)/p, (3) 
/o—»+0 

d[Ql,...,Q„]{u>i,...,U)n) = 

= liminf OplQi,... ,Qn]{^i, • • • ,^n)/P- (4) 
p-*+0 
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Finally, one can define one more limiting constant based on (4): 

e[ni,...,nn]{x°) - llminf 0[fii , . . . ,f i„](c^i, . . . ,w„). (5) 

The notation to -^ xva (5) means that w —> a; with a; e H. 
The constants (3)-(5) are in a sense derivative-like objects. (3) and (4) can 

be considered as analogs of the usual derivative, while (5) has some properties 
of the strict derivative: it accumulates information about local properties of the 
sets not only at a given point but also at all nearby points. 

All the constants (0)-(5) are nonnegative. When investigating extremality-
stationarity-regularity properties of the set system one needs to check whether 
the corresponding constant is zero or strictly positive. 

DEFINITION 1 The system of sets Hi, O2, . . . , 0„ is 

(i) extremal at x° if9p[fli,..., J7„](a;°) = 0 for all p > 0. 

(ii) locally extremal at x° if0p[Cli,..., 0„](a;°) = 0 for some p > 0. 

(Hi) stationary at x° ifO[ni,..., 0„](x°) = 0. 

(iv) weakly stationary at x° if9[Q,i,..., f2„](x°) = 0. 

(v) regular at x° ifO[Q.i,..., 0„](x°) > 0. 

PROPOSITION 2 (i) =» (H) => (Hi) => (iv) in Definition 1. 

Opposite implications are not true in general. 
The notion of (local) extremality of the set system was introduced (in a 

different but equivalent way) in [12], where dual necessary conditions were 
formulated. This result currently known as the extremal principle has had 
numerous applications to different optimization problems (see [13]). 

Conditions (iii) and (IV) give natural extensions of the notion of local ex
tremality. Condition (iii) corresponds to the traditional concept of stationarity 
in optimization theory, while (iv) means that arbitrarily close to x° there exist 
points whose properties are arbitrarily close to the traditional stationarity prop
erty. The first version of the weak stationarity property was defined (under a 
different name) in [6] (see also [7, 8]). 

Stationarity and regularity properties of set systems were considered in [10, 
11]. 

Regularity of the set system is a natural counterpart of the weak stationarity 
property. It is closely related to the metric regularity of multifunctions [4,5] and 
can be used e.g. when formulating constraint qualifications in mathematical 
programming. 
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The condition 9\VLI, ..., f2„] {x°) > 0 also defines a kind of regularity which 
is weaker than the one defined in part (iv) of Definition 1. It can be referred to 
as weak regularity. We will not use this concept in the current paper. 

The next proposition gives an equivalent definition of regularity. 

PROPOSITION 3 The system of sets Oi, U2, • • •, fin is regular at x° if and 
only if there exists an a > 0 and a 5 > Q such that 

n 

({^{ni^uJi^ai))^Bp^$ (6) 

for all p e (0, 5], ŵ  £ $7̂  fl Bs{x°), â  e Bap, i = 1,2,... ,n. 
0[f2i,. . . , ^n] {x°) equals to the exact upper bound of all such a. 

3. Stationarity and regularity of convex set and cone 
systems 

In the convex case, as one could expect, the concepts of extremality and local 
extremality coincide and appear to be equivalent to both stationarity and weak 
stationarity. 

PROPOSITION 4 (SEE [10]) LetVLi, D.2, • • •, f̂ n be convex. 

(i) IfOppi,..., 9.n]{x°) > 0 for some p>0 then 0p[ni,..., 0„](a;°) > 0 
for all p > 0. 

(ii) TTie function p -^ Op[i^i, • •. ,fln]{x°)/p, considered on the set of positive 
numbers, is nonincreasing. 

(Hi) e{^i, . . . , 0 „ ] ( X ° ) = SUp^>o ^pl^U •••, ^n]{x°)/p. 

(iv) e[ni,...,nn]{x°)^e\VLi,...,oj(x°). 
(v) (i) <» (ii) <4> (Hi) <^ (iv) in Definition 1. 

(vi) If int fii 7̂  0, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n — 1, then the first four conditions in Defi
nition I are equivalent to 

n i n t O i n f i n = 0, (7) 

while condition (v) is equivalent to 

n-l 
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As it follows from part (v) of Proposition 4, under the assumption that all but 
one sets have nonempty interior, all defined above extremality and stationarity 
notions reduce in the convex case to the traditional condition (7). Note that the 
initial definitions make sense for convex sets even without the assumption that 
the sets have nonempty interior. 

PROPOSITION 5 ( S E E [10]) Letfli, 02, • • •, 0„ be cones, 

(i) IfiOi e rii, i — 1,2,... ,n, and p > 0 then 

ep[Q.i,..., O n ] ( w i , ...,LOn) = pO\[^l,- • .,0,n\{LO\/p, • . .,OJn/p)-

In particular, p -^ Op[Q.i,..., On](0) is positively homogeneous: 

0p[Oi,...,n„](o) = p0i[Oi,...,o„](o). 

(ii) IfuJi G Oj, i = \,2,. .. ,n, then 

6[Q.i,... ,f2„](wi,... ,iOn) = liminf 6ii[r2i,. . . ,0„] ( twi , . . . , tu;„). 

In particular, 6[Q,i,... ,O„](0) = Oi[VLi,... ,O„](0). 

(Hi) ^ [Oi , . . . , On](0) = infâ ĝHi 6i[Vli,... ,rLn]{uJi,..., a;„). 

(iv) Ifx° — 0 then (i) <^ (ii) <=> (Hi) in Definition 1 and these conditions are 
equivalent to 

ei[fii,...,O„](0) = 0. 

(v) The system of sets Q.\, O2, . . . , f2„ « weakly stationary at 0 if and only if 

inf 0i[Qi, . . . , f ]„](wi, . . . ,a ;„) = 0. 

(vi) The system of sets Oj, O2, . . . , n„ « regular at 0 if and only if there 
exists a > 0 such that 

d\[^l, • • • ,0.n]{uJi, . . . ,U)ri) >a VW, e fij. 

4. Metric inequality 
Some other approaches based on comparing distances can be used for char

acterizing stationarity/regularity properties of set systems. Let d{-,-) be the 
distance function in X associated with the norm. We will keep the same nota
tion for point-to-set distances. Thus, d{x, Vi) = inf^^gn \\x — u;|| is the distance 
from a point a: to a set Vt and d{x, 0) = 00. The following constant can be 
useful: 

•Ol^li,... ,0„](x°) = limsup d{x, P | Vti) I max d{x,VLi) 
! ! \<i<n t = l 

(8) 
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The "extended" division operation (•/•)o is used in (8) to simplify the defi
nition. It makes division by zero legal. The formal rules are as follows: 

1 (a//3)o = a//3,if/3 7^0; 

2 (a/0)o = +00, i f a > 0 ; 

3 (a/0)o = ^oo, if a < 0; 

4 (0/0)o = 0. 

The fourth rule is the most important one here. In the case x° e int n"^j 0^ 
it automatically leads to ^ [ f i i , . . . , 17„](x°) = 0. Otherwise, all the points 
X G n"_jOi can be ignored when calculating the value of the upper limit in (8). 

The "strict" version of (8) looks a little more complicated: small perturba
tions (shifts) are applied to the sets. 

7?[f2i,..., f̂ „] (a;°) = lim sup 
X—^X^ 

xi-^a 

' ' 1 < ' i '< ' 'n l < i < n 
1 = 1 ~ 

(9) 

When investigating the properties of set systems it can be important to know 
whether the corresponding constant (8) or (9) is finite. 

PROPOSITION 6 The following assertions hold: 

(i) t9[0 i , . . . , D,n]{x°) < oo if and only if there exists a P > 0 and a 5 > 0 
such that 

n 

d{x, nni) <I3 max d{x, Q^) (10) 
1=1 

for all x e Bs{x°). 
i9[0i , . . . ,Qn]{x°) coincides with the exact lower bound of all such p. 

(ii) iJIOi, . . . , fln\{x°) < CO if and only if there exists a /? > 0 and a5 > 0 
such that 

n 

d{x, P I {Q,i — Xi)) < P max d{x -\- Xi, fi,) (11) 
I ' l < i < n 
1 = 1 

for all X e Bs{x°), Xj G Bg, i = 1,2,. . . , n. 

'd[fli,..., 0„](x°) coincides with the exact lower bound of all such p. 

The condition formulated in part (i) of Proposition 6 is equivalent to the 
regularity condition known as the metric inequality [3, 4, 16] (some authors 
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consider the sum of distances instead of the maximum in the right-hand side of 
(10)). The condition in part (ii) can be considered as the strong metric inequality. 
If (10) is vahd for all x then the system of sets is said to be linear regular [1,15]. 
This property is important when investigating convex optimization problems. 
One can consider some other regularity properties of set systems with interesting 
relations to Unear regularity (see [15]). 

(11) is certainly stronger than (10) even in the convex case. Take for instance 
Vli = VL2 = {{x,y) e R^ : V ^ 0}. Then (10) holds true for all x (with /3 = 1) 
while (11) does not. 

The next theorem proved in [10] gives the relation between (9) and (5). It 
allows to use (9) for characterizing stationarity and regularity properties of set 
systems. 

T H E O R E M 7 i9[r2i,..., f7„](x°) = l / ^ [ r ] i , . . . , 0„](2;°). 

COROLLARY 8 The system of sets Oi, Q.2, • . . , firi is regular at x° if and only 

It follows from Corollary 8 that regularity of a set system implies the metric 
inequality. 

5. Dual criteria 
The stationarity and regularity properties of set systems were defined above 

in terms of primal space elements. When the sets are closed these properties 
admit some dual characterizations in terms of "normal" elements. 

Let X* denote the space (topologically) dual to X and (•, •) be the bilinear 
form defining duality between X and X*. Recall that the (Frechet) normal 
cone to a set O at x° G O is defined as 

N{x°\n) =\x* &X* : limsup ^^*'^ ~ ^°^ < 0 i . (12) 
V. x~^x° ) 

In the rest of the section the sets f^i, ^2, • • •, ^n are assumed closed. 
Define a "dual" constant: 

ri[Q,i,... ,Q,n\{x°) = lim inf E<ii/Eii<i 
i = i / i = i 

x*eN{xi\^^), XieVLir\Bs{x°),i^l,...,n\. (13) 

Another "extended" division operation (•, •)^ is used here. It differs from the 
(•, •)o operation, which was used in (8), (9), in the fourth rule definition: 
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4. (0/0)oo = oo. 

This allows one to exclude the case a;* = a;2 = • • • = x* = 0 when calculating 
the exact lower bound in (12). If this is the only case {x° G int n"^i fii) one 
automatically gets ri[Q,i,..., n„](x°) = oo. 

Using(12)onecandefine(akindof)stationarityforthesetsystemr2i, O2, • • •, 
. . . , f2„ by the condition r/[fii , . . . , f2„](a;°) = 0 while the inequality r7[0i,. . . 
. . . , 0„](x°) > 0 can be considered as a regularity condition. As it follows 
from the next proposition the dual stationarity condition can be considered as 
some generalization of the separation property (for nonconvex set systems). 

PROPOSITION 9 (i) r][Q.i,..., f2„](x°) — 0 if and only if for any 5 > 0 there 
exist elements 

uji e ninBs{x°), X* G N(uJ^\n,), i = l , 2 , . . . , n , 

such that 

x:i i<i i=i , \\f^x*\\<5. 

(ii) ri[fli,..., r2„](x°) > 0 if and only if there exists a 7 > 0 and a 5 > 0, 
such that 

n n 

^x*|| >^Y.\\x* 
i = l 1=1 

for all X* e N{xi\Q,i), Xi e Ô  n ^^(x"), i = 1,. . . , n . 
r;[f2i,..., 0„](x°) equals to the exact upper bound of all such 7. 

The relation between primal and dual stationarity/regularity conditions is 
given by the next theorem. 

THEOREM 10 ( S E E [9]) (ij ^[f i i , . . . ,n„](x°) < 77(^1,... ,0„](x°). 
(ii) IfX isAsplund and ^ [Oi , . . . , 0„](x°) < 1 then 

, [ 0 , . . . , 0 . ] ( x ° ) < ^[^^ '•••-^»](-°) . (14) 
^ ^̂  ^ - l - ^ [ O i , . . . , 0 „ ] ( x ° ) 

COROLLARY 11 rjl^li,..., r2„](x°) = 0 then the system of sets Qi, Q2. • • •, 
flji is weakly stationary at x°. 

(ii) If X is Asplund then the Extended extremal principle is valid: 
The system ^i, O2. • • •, fin is weakly stationary at x° ifandonlyifri[fli,..., 

. . . ,n„](x°)=0. 

Due to Proposition 2 it follows from the second part of Corollary 11 that in 
the Asplund space setting the equality r][Cli,..., f2„](x°) = 0 is a necessary 
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condition of local extremality of the set system. This result first proved in 
[12] for spaces admitting an equivalent Frechet differentiable norm and then 
extended in [14] to general Asplund spaces, is currently known as the Extremal 
principle [13,14] and is one of the main tools for deducing necessary optimality 
conditions in nonsmooth and nonconvex problems. 

Taking into account the extremal characterizations of Asplund spaces in [14] 
one can conclude that asplundity of the space is not only sufficient but also 
necessary for the Extended extremal principle to be valid. This gives another 
proof of the well known fact that, being a rather rich subclass of general Banach 
spaces (see [17]), Asplund spaces provide the appropriate framework for using 
Frechet normals and subdifferentials. 

THEOREM 12 The following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) X is an Asplund space, 

(ii) The Extremal principle is valid in X. 

(Hi) The Extended extremal principle is valid in X. 
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